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Abstract
The maximal subgroup of unipotent upper-triangular matrices of the finite general linear
groups are a fundamental family of p-groups. Their representation theory is well-known to be
wild, but there is a standard supercharacter theory, replacing irreducible representations by
super-representations, that gives us some control over its representation theory. While this
theory has a beautiful underlying combinatorics built on set partitions, the structure constants
of restricted super-representations remain mysterious. This paper proposes a new approach to
solving the restriction problem by constructing natural intermediate modules that help “factor”
the computation of the structure constants. We illustrate the technique by solving the problem
completely in the case of rainbow supercharacters (and some generalizations). Along the way
we introduce a new q-analogue of the binomial coefficients that depend on an underlying poset.
1 Introduction
Let N be a set with a total order so that we can construct the group GLN pFqq of invertible
matrices with rows and columns indexed by N and entries in the finite field Fq with q elements.
The supercharacter theory of the finite unitriangular groups
UTN “ tu P GLN pFqq | pu´ IdN qij ‰ 0 implies i ă ju,
where IdN is the multiplicative identity of GLN pFqq, has developed into a rich combinatorics based
on set partitions. In particular, [1] showed that — taken as a family — they give a representation
theoretic realization of the Hopf algebra of symmetric functions in noncommuting variables (also
studied in [18], for example), where the product comes from inflation and the coproduct from
restriction. Thus, the representation theory of unipotent p-groups gives a noncommuting analogue
to the classical combinatorial representation theory of the symmetric groups. The supercharacters
of these groups give a new basis for this Hopf algebra.
One obstruction to making use of this connection is that while the inflation functor is straight-
forward for supercharacters, the restriction functor is still somewhat mysterious. That is, given
a subset K Ď N , we want to decompose a supercharacter of UTN as a linear combination of
supercharacters of the subgroup
UTK “ tu P UTN | pu´ IdN qij ‰ 0 implies i, j P Ku Ď UTN .
The paper [19] gives an iterative algorithm for computing restrictions of supercharacters, but this
gives us little information about the coefficients that occur (though it does imply that they will
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be polynomial in the size of the underlying field q). As a preliminary step, [16] uses matchings
in bipartite graphs to give a combinatorial characterization of when such a coefficient is nonzero;
however, only a small set of examples have a direct computation of the coefficients.
The supercharacters of UTN are indexed by set partitions of the set N . In this subject, it seems
preferable to view set partitions as a set of pairs, as follows. Given a set partition blpλq of N , we
can store the block information as a set of pairs
λ “
"
pi, jq
ˇˇˇ
i ă j with i, j in the same block of blpλq,
i ă j1 ă j implies j1 is in a different block
*
.
The supercharacter χλ corresponding λ has a convenient factorization
χλ “
ä
pi,jqPλ
χpi,jq,
where d is the pointwise product on functions. These pairs then fall into three cases:
Case 1. pi, jq P λ satisfies |ti, ju XK| “ 0,
Case 2. pi, jq P λ satisfies |ti, ju XK| “ 1,
Case 3. pi, jq P λ satisfies |ti, ju XK| “ 2.
It follows from [19] that Case 3 is easy to deal with (the pair restricts to the same pair, up to power
of q). Case 2 seems reasonably manageable (the one endpoint in K acts as an anchor). Case 1 is
the most unpredictable, and it is the goal of this paper to begin developing a theory to tackle this
case.
In particular, a natural first case to consider is the case where
N “ t1, 2, . . . , 2m` ku “ t1, 2, . . . ,mu \K \ tm` k ` 1, . . . , 2m` ku,
and λ “ tp1, 2m ` kq, p2, 2m ` k ´ 1q, . . . , pm,m ` k ` 1qu, known as a rainbow set partition (see
the picture (1.1) at ℓ “ 1 below). In this case, it follows easily from [16] that
ResUTNUTK pχ
λq “
ÿ
set partition ν of K
|ν|ďm
cνχ
ν ,
where all the cν are nonzero. However, trying to compute these coefficients with the techniques of
[19] is prohibitively complicated.
This paper proposes an alternative approach by observing that as a class function of UTK , the
rainbow character χλ does not distinguish well between superclasses. We can therefore find a set of
characters tψ0K , ψ
1
K , . . . , ψ
|K|
K u with natural and explicit modules that span a subspace of superclass
functions in which the restrictions land. Conveniently, the rainbow characters decompose nicely in
this space, and these new characters also decompose nicely in terms of supercharacters. Combining
these two decompositions gives coefficients in the case of the rainbow supercharacters.
The decompositions of the ψ
pjq
K into supercharacters leads into an apparently new variation of
q-binomial coefficients that depend on a poset (the total order on a set gives the usual q-binomial).
We define these combinatorial gadgets, and explore some of their properties.
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We expand the rainbow program further and consider multi-rainbows or set partitions of the
form
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
1 2 4 5 6 8 9 10 12 13 14 16
¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨¨ ¨ ¨
K1 K2 Kℓ´1 Kℓ
, (1.1)
where K “ K1 YK2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YKℓ Ď N . We study the case ℓ “ 3 in the most depth. In this case, we
mix metaphors and develop a notion of “peel” module. In the general ℓ case, the decomposition
will be in terms of products of peel modules (nested in a way reminiscent of an onion).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce our notation for set partitions, the
relevant supercharacter theory of UTN , and their corresponding modules. In Section 3 we study
the case of rainbow characters; we introduce a notion of poset q-binomial and define the modules
corresponding to the characters tψjKu. We decompose the rainbow modules in terms of these new
modules, and then decompose further into supercharacters. Section 4 then explores the case where
ℓ “ 3 in (1.1), and indicates how one might generalize to arbitrary ℓ.
Some remarks on notation. This paper has made several somewhat nonstandard notational
choices. The first choice is to study UTN for a set N rather than UT|N | for a number |N |. There
are two reasons for this choice. First, the representation theory of UTN seems most natural in the
context of Hopf monoids in species, which associate sets N to groups [2]. Second, for restriction
problems it is critical to see the exact subset K Ď N . That is, up to isomorphism the subgroups
only depend on the cardinality of the subset, but the restriction problem depends on the actual
embedding.
The second choice is to express the main results as isomorphisms of modules, rather than
character formulas. We do this to stress that all our characters have explicit associated modules,
and these modules actually help in finding the right decompositions.
Acknowledgements. Bragg was supported in part by DMS-0854893 and Thiem was supported
in part by H98230-13-1-0203. The authors would also like to thank E. Marberg for suggesting the
example in Section 4.3.
2 Preliminaries
Fix a finite set N and a total order ď on N (for example, N “ t1, 2, . . . , nu with 1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n).
We say that a subset K Ď N is an interval if for all k, l P K with k ă l, we have tn P N | k ă n ă
lu Ď K.
This section introduces the notation we will use for set partitions, the notion of a supercharacter
theory, and gives both the supercharacters and their modules for the supercharacter theory of UTN
used by this paper.
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2.1 Set partitions
A set partition λ of N is a set of pairs pi, jq P N ˆN with i ă j such that if pi, kq, pj, lq P λ, then
i “ j if and only if k “ l.
Let
SN “ tset partitions of Nu.
We typically view these set partitions diagrammatically as a family of arcs on a row of |N | nodes
so that if pi, jq P λ, then there is an arc connecting the ith node to the jth node. For example,
λ “ tp1, 5q, p2, 4q, p4, 6qu ÐÑ ‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6 or ‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6
.
Remark. There are at least two natural choices for the arcs, either above or below the nodes.
We will use both, letting set partitions with arcs above correspond to upper-triangular matrices
(superclasses) and arcs below correspond to lower-triangular matrices (supercharacters).
We typically refer to pi, jq as an arc of λ and write pi, jq “ i ! j or pi, jq “ i " j, depending
on our desired orientation. For each i! j P λ, we call i the left endpoint of i! j and j the right
endpoint of i! j. In general,
λ
ó
“ ti P N | i! j P λ, for some j P Nu
λ
ô
“ tj P N | i! j P λ, for some i P Nu.
give the full sets of left and right endpoints of λ.
We obtain the more traditional version of set partitions by defining the blocks blpλq of λ P SN
to be the set of equivalence classes on N given by the transitive closure of i „ j if i ! j P λ. For
example,
bl
˜
‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6
¸
“ tt1, 5u, t2, 4, 6u, t3uu.
There is an involution : : SN Ñ SN given by flipping the diagram across the middle, or if
w0 P SN is the permutation of N that reverses the order of the elements, then
:pλq “ tw0pjq! w0piq | i! j P λu, (2.1)
so for example,
:
ˆ
‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6
˙
“ ‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6 .
There are a number of natural statistics on set partitions, and they turn out to have a nice
algebraic structure [11]; the most important ones for us come from nestings and crossings. A
crossing in a set-partition λ is a pair of arcs i ! k, j ! l P λ such that i ă j ă k ă l. A nesting
in a set partition λ is a pair of arcs i ! l, j ! k P λ such that i ă j ă k ă l. For λ, µ P SN and
A Ď N , let
nstλµ “ tpi! l, j ! kq P λˆ µ | i ă j ă k ă lu
nstλA “ tpi! l, jq P λˆA | i ă j ă lu
crspλq “ tpi! k, j ! lq P λˆ λ | i ă j ă k ă lu.
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Define the set of noncrossing set-partitions to be
S
—
N “ tλ P SN | crspλq “ Hu.
Define a function
—: SN ÝÑ S
—
N
λ ÞÑ λ
—
,
where λ
—
is the unique set partition in S —N that has the same left endpoints and the same right
endpoints as λ (in λ
—
, the first right end-point from the left must be connected to the closest left
endpoint, etc.). For example,
‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6
ó ó óô ô ô
—
“ ‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6
ó ó óô ô ô
,
where we have marked the left endpoints with ó and the right endpoints with ô.
Remark. One can also obtain λ
—
from λ by iteratively uncrossing each crossing ti! k, j ! lu into
a nesting ti ! l, j ! ku. Since this map changes neither the set of left endpoints nor the set of
right endpoints, the order in which we “resolve” the crossings does not matter.
For A,C Ď N , let
wtÒCpAq “ #tc P C | a ă c, a P Au “ wt
Ó
ApCq.
Note that for A Ď N and λ P SN ,
nstλA “ wt
Ò
λ
ô
pAq ´ wtÒλ
ó
pAq. (2.2)
It follows that nstλA only depends on the left and right endpoints of λ, so
nstλA “ nst
λ
—
A.
2.2 Supercharacters of UTN
Supercharacter theories were originally developed to study the representation theory of UTN . The
first such theory was developed by [3], and it was generalized to algebra groups in [12]. The theory
we use below is slightly coarser (and more combinatorial), and it was first used in [10]. The study
of supercharacters has seen a fair amount of interest from a variety of point of views in recent years,
including the Hopf structure [2, 9, 17], good supercharacter theories for unipotent groups [5, 7],
and generalizations to structures other than finite groups [6, 14].
A supercharacter theory scfpGq of a finite group G is a subspace of the space of class functions
cfpGq of G such that scfpGq is a C-subalgebra under the two products
˝ : cfpGq b cfpGq ÝÑ cfpGq
χb ψ ÞÑ
χ ˝ ψ : G Ñ C
g ÞÑ
1
|G|
ÿ
hPG
χphqψph´1gq
and
d : cfpGq b cfpGq ÝÑ cfpGq
χb ψ ÞÑ
χd ψ : G Ñ C
g ÞÑχpgqψpgq.
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Remark. This definition gives a supercharacter theory as a special kind of Schur ring ([13] has a
nice description of the relationship). There is an alternate definition by Diaconis–Isaacs [12] which
stresses the partitions of G and IrrpGq that arise out of the two distinguished bases, described
below.
Every such a supercharacter theory has two distinguished bases (up to scaling) given by
scfpGq “ C-spantκA | A P Ku
“ C-spant
ÿ
θPY
θp1qθ | Y P X u,
where K is a partition of G, X is a partition of the irreducible characters IrrpGq, and for g P G,
κApgq “
"
1 if g P A,
0, if g R A
We typically call the blocks of K superclasses. For each Y P X we choose constants cY P Qą0 such
that
χY “ cY
ÿ
θPY
θp1qθ
is a character. The resulting characters χY are called supercharacters.
Remark. In representation theory, there is always a tension between working with the full Wed-
derburn component of an irreducible module or the irreducible module itself. The choice of cY can
be thought of a choice along this spectrum for each supercharacter χY .
Let UTN be the subgroup of unipotent upper-triangular matrices of the general linear group
GLN pFqq over the finite field Fq with q elements, and let UTN Ď BN Ď GLN pFqq be the Borel
subgroup of uppertriangular matrices. While there are many supercharacter theories of UTN ,
we will focus on the supercharacter theory scfpUTN q that is a slight coarsening of the canonical
supercharacter theory for algebra groups given by [12]. Let
utN “ UTN ´ IdN (2.3)
be the nilpotent Fq-algebra of strictly uppertriangular matrices. Then the superclasses of scfpUTN q
are given by the two-sided orbits
IdN `BNzutN{BN .
The dimension of scfpUTN q turns out to be Bell number |SN |. In fact, for every superclass of
UTN there exists µ P SN and a distinguished element uµ in the superclass such that
puµqij “
"
1, if i"j P µ or i “ j,
0, otherwise.
We will construct the supercharacters explicitly in the next section. However, the following
character formula gives them explicitly and will be useful, below. It was first proved for a slightly
finer supercharacter theory (indexed by labeled set partitions) for charpFqq sufficiently large in [4]
and then for general q in [8].
Proposition 2.1. For λ, µ P SN ,
χλpuµq “
$&
% pq ´ 1q
|λ´µ|p´1q|λXµ|qnst
λ
N´nst
λ
µ
if i ă j ă k, i! k P λ
implies i" j, j " k R µ,
0 otherwise.
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In particular, note that the trivial character 1 is the supercharacter χH associated with the
empty set partition of N , and
χλp1q “ pq ´ 1q|λ|qnst
λ
N .
It also follows from the formula that
χλ “
ä
i!jPλ
χi!j.
Let
MN “ tmulti-sets of arcs with endpoints in Nu.
For λ P MN we define the character
χλ “
ä
i!jPλ
χi!j.
In general, if K Ď N , then
UTK – tu P UTN | pu´ IdN qij ‰ 0 implies i, j P Ku Ď UTN .
An explicit restriction formula for restricting supercharacters from UTN to UTK seems to be
difficult. The paper [19] gives iterative algorithms for both computing restrictions and pointwise
products of supercharacters; heuristically, arcs with illegal endpoints shrink in all possible ways.
The following lemma gives the first steps of this algorithm.
Lemma 2.2. Let N be a set
(a) If N “ K Y tnu with K ă tnu, then for k P K,
ResUTNUTK pχ
k!nq “ pq ´ 1q
´
χH `
ÿ
lPK
kăl
χk!l
¯
.
(b) If i ă j ă l, then
χi!l d χj!l “ pq ´ 1q
´
χi!l `
ÿ
jăkăl
χti!l,j!ku
¯
.
Remark. In Section 2.3 below we discuss a natural involution : on the supercharacters of UTN ,
corresponding to the combinatorial : on set partitions. Using this involution one can also obtain a
“flipped” version of the above lemma.
2.3 The supercharacter UTN-modules
Fix a nontrivial homomorphism
ϑ : F`q ÝÑ C
ˆ.
The Fq-vector space of |N | ˆ |N | matrices glN with entries in Fq decomposes in terms of uppertri-
angular matrices bN and strictly lower triangular matrices ltN , so
glN “ ltN ‘ bN .
Define the C-vector space
VN “ C-spantltNu.
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We can define several left UTN -module structures on VN using the fact that ltN is a canonical set
of coset representatives in glN{bN . For v P glN , define
tv¯u “ pv ` bN q X ltN .
We use the left multiplication action on glN{bN to confer a UTN -module
ÐÝ
V N structure on the
space VN by defining
u œ v “ ϑ
`
trppu´ 1qvq
˘
puvq for u P UTN , v P ltN . (2.4)
Similarly, the right multiplication action on glN {bN gives a UTN -module
ÝÑ
V N structure on the
space VN by
u ö v “ ϑ
`
trpvpu´1 ´ 1qq
˘
pvu´1q for u P UTN , v P ltN . (2.5)
Remark. In constructing the supercharacters of UTN it is more common to construct a module
structure on ut˚N , where utN Ď glN is as in (2.3) [12]. The two actions above correspond to the
two canonical actions on ut˚N . This paper translates this picture to matrices to make studying
submodules more straight-forward.
Let : : glN Ñ glN be the anti-involution obtained by transposing across the anti-diagonal, or
for g P glN ,
g: “ w0Transposepgqw0, where w0 “
»
—–
0 1
. .
.
1 0
fi
ffifl .
Note that : restricts to an anti-involution : : ltN Ñ ltN which we may extend linearly to VN . WhileÐÝ
V N –
ÝÑ
V N are always isomorphic to the regular module of UTN , subspaces are not necessarily
invariant under both actions. However, we get a bijection
: :
"
Submodules
of
ÐÝ
V N
*
ÐÑ
"
Submodules
of
ÝÑ
V N
*
M ÞÑ :pMq.
(2.6)
For λ P SN , we define a canonical basis element vλ P ltN given by
pvλqkj “
"
1 if j ! k P λ,
0 otherwise.
Then
ltN “ tavλb | a, b P BN , λ P SNu.
In this notation, for a fixed b0 P BN , the character of the submodule
V λ – C-spantavλb0 | a P BNu
is the supercharacter
χλ “
|BNvλ|
|BNvλBN |
ÿ
vPBN vλBN
ϑptrp¨ vqq
of UTN (though the formula in Proposition 2.1 is more useful for our purposes).
The notation of : : SN Ñ SN in (2.1) now matches up with the (2.6).
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Proposition 2.3. We have
M –
à
λPSN
mλV
λ Ď
ÐÝ
V N if and only if :pMq –
à
λPSN
mλV
:pλq Ď
ÝÑ
V N .
Proof. Since :pvλq “ v:pλq, the definition of V
λ gives the result.
Remark. Since most of our work will be studying submodules of
ÐÝ
V N , we will typically omit the
arrow from the notation. However, in Section 4 we will require both kinds of submodules, so in
that case we will use the arrows to help differentiate the actions.
3 Rainbow supercharacter restrictions
This section studies the special case where we have N Ď N 1, where N 1 “ N´ \ N \ N` with
N´ ă N ă N` and |N´| “ |N`| “ ℓ. Let w : N´ Ñ N` be the unique bijection such that i ă j if
and only if wpjq ă wpiq for all i, j P N´. Then the set partition
ti! wpiq | i P N´u “ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
N´ N N`
looks a little like an upside-down rainbow, so we’ve informally dubbed the corresponding superchar-
acter a rainbow supercharacter. For our purposes, however, it is essentially equivalent to contract
N´ and N` into single points tn´u and tn`u and have a multi-set of arcs passing between these
two points. In fact, by comparing their values on UTN using Proposition 2.1, we see that
Res
UTN1
UTN
pχti!wpiq|iPN´uq “ q2p
ℓ
2qRes
UTNYtn´,n`u
UTN
pχn´!n` d ¨ ¨ ¨ d χn´!n`looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
ℓ terms
q.
We will write
n´ !
ℓ
n` “ tn´ ! n`, . . . , n´ ! n`loooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
ℓ terms
u P MNYtn´,n`u. (3.1)
The fundamental idea of this paper is to construct intermediate modules to make the restriction of
supercharacters more manageable. This section is meant to serve as a model for this approach. We
begin in Section 3.1 by developing a poset analogue of q-binomial coefficients that will be helpful
in understanding the modules we construct in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Section 3.4 then uses the
intermediate modules to decompose the rainbow supercharacters.
3.1 Poset q-binomial coefficients
For n, k P Zě0, let
rns “
qn ´ 1
q ´ 1
and
„
n
k

q
“
rns!
rks!rn ´ ks!
“ #
"
dimension k
subspaces of Fnq
*
be the usual q-integer and q-binomial.
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Let P be a (finite) poset. Given a subset A Ď P, let
wtPpAq “
ÿ
aPA
wtPpaq, where wtPpaq “ #tb P P | b ąP au.
For n, k P Zě0, the P-binomial coefficient is„
P
k

q
“
ÿ
AĎP
|A|“k
qwt
P pAq. (3.2)
Note that wtPpaq can also be expressed in terms of the size of the upper ideal containing a, and if
T is the usual order on N , then wtÒN pAq “ wt
T pAq.
Examples.
• If P is the poset with no relations on n elements, then„
P
k

q
“
ÿ
AĎP
|A|“k
q0 “
ˆ
|P|
k
˙
.
• If P is a total order (say 1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n), then„
P
k

q
“ q1`2`¨¨¨`pk´1q
ÿ
1ďa1ăa2ă¨¨¨ăakďn
qn´a1´pk´1q`n´a2´pk´2q`¨¨¨`n´ak´0 “ qp
k
2q
„
|P|
k

q
.
Note that this is also ekp1, q, . . . , q
n´1q, where ekpX1, . . . ,Xnq is the kth elementary symmetric
polynomial [15, Exercise I.2.3].
Remark. In general
“
P
k
‰
q
‰
“
P
n´k
‰
q
, though the coefficient sequences of the polynomial of one is
the reverse coefficient sequence of the other. That is, if
bPpn, k, r, sq “
ÿ
A\B“t1,2,...,nu
|A|“k,|B|“n´k
rwtpAqswtpBq,
then „
P
k

q
“ bPpn, k, q, 1q and
„
P
n´ k

q
“ bPpn, k, 1, qq.
The usual method of defining a multinomial coefficient turns out to be less useful in our case,
since „
P
k1, k2, . . . , kℓ

q
“
ÿ
A1\A2\¨¨¨\Aℓ“P
|Aj |“kj
q
řℓ
j“1 wt
P pAjq “
ˆ
|P|
k1, k2, . . . , kℓ
˙
qwt
P pPq.
However, there is a different way to pick multiple disjoint subsets of a poset that is more useful.
Fix subsets P1 \ P2 \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ Pℓ “ P, and defining„
P
k1 Ď P1, k2 Ď P2, . . . , kℓ´1 Ď Pℓ´1, kℓ

q
“
ˆ ℓź
j“1
ÿ
AjĎPj
|Aj |“kj
qwt
P pAjq
˙
. (3.3)
Now, if A\ B “ P, then we obtain a kind of symmetry„
P
k Ď A, |P| ´ k

q
“
„
P
|P| ´ k Ď B, k

q
.
These coefficients satisfy a family of recursive relations.
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Proposition 3.1. Let a P P, P 1 “ P ´ tau and let Pa be the restriction of P to the set Pa “ ta
1 |
a1 ă au. Then
„
P
k

q
“
kÿ
j“0
qj
ˆ
qwt
P paq
„
P 1
j Ď Pa, k ´ j ´ 1

q
`
„
P 1
j Ď Pa, k ´ j

q
˙
.
Proof. We sort subsets of P into k-subsets that contain a and k-subsets that do not contain a. If
a k-subset a P A Ď P then A´ tau Ď P 1 is a subset of size k ´ 1. In this case,
wtPpAq “ |AX Pa| ` wt
PpAX Paq ` wt
Ppaq ` wtPpA´ Paq.
If a k-subset a R A Ď P, then A Ď P 1, and
wtPpAq “ |AX Pa| ` wt
PpAX Paq ` wt
PpA´ Paq.
The result now follows from summing over possible cardinalities of AX Pa.
Perhaps the most useful recursion corresponds to removing some minimal element in the poset.
Corollary 3.2. Let a be a minimal element of a poset P. Let P 1 “ P ´ tau. Then„
n
k

P
“ qwtpaq
„
P 1
k ´ 1

q
`
„
P 1
k

q
.
Example. For the posets with nearly no relations we have
„
‚ ‚ ‚
‚
1 2 n´1
n
¨ ¨ ¨
k

q
“
ÿ
AĎP
|A|“k,nPA
qk´1 `
ÿ
AĎP
|A|“k,nRA
qk “ qk´1
ˆˆ
n´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
` q
ˆ
n´ 1
k
˙˙
.
and
„ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚
2 3 n
1
¨ ¨ ¨
k

q
“
ÿ
AĎP
|A|“k,1PA
qn´1 `
ÿ
AĎP
|A|“k,1RA
q0 “ qn´1
ˆ
n´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
`
ˆ
n´ 1
k
˙
.
3.1.1 Main example
Let λ P S —N . Since there are no crossings in λ, we can define a poset depending on λ based on
whether blocks are nested or not. Let Ppλq be the poset on blpλq given by a ă b if either
• |a| ą 1 and there exist j, k P a and i, l P b such that i ă j ă k ă l, or
• a “ tju and there exist i, k P b such that i ă j ă k.
For example,
λ “ ‚
1
‚
2
‚
3
‚
4
‚
5
‚
6
‚
7 gives Ppλq “
1! 7
62! 4! 5
3
.
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Note that for each λ P S —N the poset Ppλq is a forest where each connected component has a unique
maximal element. In fact, all such forests arise in this way (as N and λ vary).
Thus, we obtain a function
SN
—
ÝÑ S —N
P
ÝÑ
$&
%
forests where each
connected component has
a unique maximal element
,.
- .
3.2 Column set submodules
For K Ď N , the submodule
V KN “ C-spantlt
K
N u Ď VN , where lt
K
N “ tv P ltN | vji ‰ 0 implies i P Ku,
decomposes completely into super-modules.
Proposition 3.3. For K Ď N ,
V KN –
à
λPSN
λ
ó
ĎK
q
nstλλ`nst
λ
K´ λ
óV λ.
Proof. The proof takes every basis element in V KN and finds it as a basis element for some copy of
V λ. Note that
V KN “ C-spantavλb | a P BN , b P BK , λ
ó
Ď Ku.
For a fixed b0 P BK and λ,
C-spantavλb0 | a P BNu – V
λ,
so for each λ it suffices to determine the size of
|BNvλBK |
|BNvλ|
“
|BNvλ||vλBK |
|BNvλ||BNvλ X vλBK |
“
|vλBK |
|BNvλ X vλBK |
.
The elements of K fall into two categories:
Case 1. k P K ´ λ
ó
,
Case 2. k P K X λ
ó
. If k ! j P λ and l ! i P λ with l ą k ą i, then either k ! j crosses or is
nested in l! i.
Therefore, we conclude that
|vλBK |
|BNvλ X vλBK |
“
qnst
λ
K
q#tiăjăkăl|i!k,j!lPλ,jPKu
“ q
nstλλ`nst
λ
K´ λ
ó ,
as desired.
By the previous proposition the trace of V KN will be a superclass function
ψKN “ trp¨, V
K
N q.
of UTN . We can easily compute its trace directly on superclass representatives.
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Proposition 3.4. For K Ď N and µ P SN ,
ψKN puµq “
$&
% q
wt
Ò
N´ µ
ó
pKq
if |µ
ó
XK| “ 0,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Let v P V KN . Then
uµ œ v “ ϑptrppuµ ´ 1qvqq
„ |N |ÿ
l“1
puµqjlvli

|N |ďjąiě1
Thus, uµ œ v “ ϑptrppuµ ´ 1qvqqv if and only if for all j" l P µ, we have vli “ 0 for all i ă j. The
trace then is
ψKN puµq “
ÿ
vPltK
N
j"lPµ implies
vli“0,iăj
ϑp
ÿ
j"lPµ
jPK
vljq
“
ÿ
vPltK
N
j"lPµ implies
vli“0,iďj
ź
j"lPµ
jPK
ÿ
vljPFq
ϑpvljq
“ 0,
unless |µ
ó
XK| “ 0. If |µ
ó
XK| “ 0, then
ψKN puµq “
ÿ
vPltK
N
j"lPµ implies
vli“0,iďj
1 “ |ltKN |q
´wtÒµ
ó
pKq
“ q
wt
Ò
N pKq´wt
Ò
µ
ó
pKq
“ q
wt
Ò
N´ µ
ó
pKq
,
as desired.
Example. Proposition 3.4 implies that
• V
H
N is the trivial module of UTN ,
• V NN is isomorphic to the regular module of UTN .
We can also use Proposition 3.4 to connect these modules with the restriction problem, as
follows.
Corollary 3.5. Let N 1 “ N Y tn`u with N ă tn`u. For K Ď N ,
Res
UTN1
UTN
´â
kPK
V k!n`
¯
– pq ´ 1q|K|V KN .
Proof. Take traces using Proposition 2.1 on the left and Proposition 3.4 on the right.
Remark. Corollary 3.5 implies that the left module V KN is isomorphic to the right module
C-spantUTKN u where UT
K
N “ tu P UTN | pu´ IdN qij ‰ 0 implies i P Ku,
under right multiplication.
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3.3 Core modules
We can clump the V KN based on the size of |K| to obtain the following new modules. For 0 ď k ď
|N |, let
V kN “
à
KĎN
|K|“k
V KN . (3.4)
Note that V 0N “ V
H
N and V
|N |
N “ V
N
N , so these modules also interpolate between the trivial module
and the regular module.
Remark. In the context of Section 4, it will make sense to call these modules core modules.
Proposition 3.6. For 0 ď k ď |N |,
V kN –
à
λPSN
|λ|ďk
qnst
λ
λ
„
Ppλ
—
q
k ´ |λ|

q
V λ.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, the multiplicity of V λ is
ÿ
λ
ó
ĎKĎN
|K|“k
q
nstλλ`nst
λ
K´ λ
ó “ qnst
λ
λ
ÿ
KĎN´ λ
ó
,
|K|“k´|λ|
qnst
λ
K .
Since each block in Ppλ
—
q has a unique point that is not in λ
ó
, each element in j P N ´ λ
ó
uniquely
determines a block blj P Ppλ
—
q. Furthermore, λ
ó
“ λ
—
ó
and λ
ô
“ λ
—
ô
, so for each j P N ´ λ
ó
,
nstλj “ #tl P λ
ô
| j ă lu ´#tk P λ
ó
| j ă ku
“ #tl P λ
—
ô
| j ă lu ´#tk P λ
—
ó
| j ă ku
“ wtÒ
Ppλ
—
qpbljq.
Thus,
qnst
λ
λ
ÿ
KĎN´ λ
ó
,
|K|“k´|λ|
qnst
λ
K “ qnst
λ
λ
„
Ppλ
—
q
k ´ |λ|

q
,
as desired.
For 0 ď k ď |N |, let
ψkN “ trp¨, V
k
N q.
Corollary 3.7. For 0 ď k ď |N | and µ P SN ,
ψkN puµq “ q
pk2q
„
|N | ´ |µ|
k

q
.
Proof. If TN is the fixed total order on the set N , then by Proposition 3.4,
ψkN puµq “
„
TN´µ
ó
k

q
“ qp
k
2q
„|N | ´ |µ
ó
|
k

q
.
Observe that |µ
ó
| “ |µ|.
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By Corollary 3.7, ψkN puµq only depends on the number |µ|, and in fact these functions span the
space
bscfpUTN q “ tθ P scfpUTN q | θpuµq “ θpuνq if |µ| “ |ν|u.
It is also clear that this subspace is closed under pointwise products; however, while it is tempting
to think it might give a coarser supercharacter theory, it does not, since the bscfpUTN q does not
have a basis of orthogonal characters.
However, the decomposition of pointwise products is of some interest, and we will use the base
case of the following theorem in the next section.
Theorem 3.8. For 0 ď j ď k ď |N |,
V
j
N b V
k
N –
jà
m“0
qp
j´m
2 q
„
k `m
k `m´ j,m, j ´m

q
V k`mN .
Remark. The j “ 1 case can be derived using Corollary 3.5 and Lemma 2.2 above. However, it is
less involved to just check that the answer is correct (as we do in the proof below).
Proof. Induct on j.
If j “ 0, then since we are tensoring with the trivial module the result is clear. If j “ 1, then
by taking traces we use Proposition 3.7 to compare for µ P SN ,
rksψkN puµq ` rk ` 1sψ
k`1
N puµq “ q
pk2q
rksr|N | ´ |µ|s!
rks!r|N | ´ |µ| ´ ks!
` qp
k`1
2 q
rk ` 1sr|N | ´ |µ|s!
rk ` 1s!r|N | ´ |µ| ´ k ´ 1s!
“ qp
k
2q
r|N | ´ |µ|s!
rks!r|N | ´ |µ| ´ k ´ 1s!
´ rks
r|N | ´ |µ| ´ ks
` qp
k
1q
¯
“ qp
k
2q
r|N | ´ |µ|s!
rks!r|N | ´ |µ| ´ ks!
prks ` qp
k
1qr|N | ´ |µ| ´ ksq
“
qp
k
2qr|N | ´ |µ|s!r|N | ´ |µ|s
r|N | ´ |µ| ´ ks!rks!
“ ψ1N puµq d ψ
k
N puµq.
If j ą 1, then rewrite the base case,
ψ
j
N b ψ
k
N “
1
rjs
´
ψ1N d ψ
j´1
N d ψ
k
N ´ rj ´ 1sψ
j´1
N d ψ
k
N
¯
,
so that we can use induction to get
ψ
j
N b ψ
k
N “
1
rjs
ˆ j´1ÿ
m“0
qp
j´1´m
2 q
„
k `m
k `m´ j ` 1,m, j ´ 1´m

q
´
rk `msψk`mN ` rk `m` 1sψ
k`m`1
N
¯
´
j´1ÿ
m“0
qp
j´1´m
2 q
„
k `m
k `m´ j ` 1,m, j ´ 1´m

q
rj ´ 1sψk`mN
˙
“
1
rjs
ˆ
qp
j´1
2 q
„
k
k ´ j ` 1, 0, j ´ 1

q
´
rks ´ rj ´ 1s
¯
ψkN
`
j´1ÿ
m“1
´
qp
j´m
2 q
„
k `m´ 1
k `m´ j,m´ 1, j ´m

q
rm` ks
15
` qp
j´1´m
2 q
„
k `m
k `m´ j ` 1,m, j ´ 1´m

q
prm` ks ´ rj ´ 1sq
¯
ψm`kN
` qp
0
2q
„
k ` j ´ 1
k, j ´ 1, 0

q
rk ` j ´ 1sψk`jN
˙
.
By inspection, coefficient of ψkN is
qp
j´1
2 qprks ´ rj ´ 1sq
rjs
„
k
k ´ j ` 1, 0, j ´ 1

q
“
qj´1`p
j´1
2 qrk ´ j ` 1s
rjs
„
k
k ´ j ` 1, 0, j ´ 1

q
“ qp
j
2q
„
k
k ´ j, 0, j

q
.
The coefficient of ψj`kN simplifies to „
k ` j
k, j, 0

q
“ qp
0
2q
„
k ` j
k, j, 0

q
.
For 1 ď m ď j ´ 1, the coefficient of ψm`jN is
qp
j´m´1
2 q
rjs
rk `ms!
rk `m´ js!rm ´ 1s!rj ´ 1´ms!
´ qj´m´1
rj ´ms
`
rm` ks ´ rj ´ 1s
rmsrk `m´ j ` 1s
¯
“
qp
j´m´1
2 q
rjs
rk `ms!
rk `m´ js!rm´ 1s!rj ´ 1´ms!
´ qj´m´1
rj ´ms
`
qj´1
rms
¯
“
qp
j´m
2 q
rjs
rk `ms!
rk `m´ js!rms!rj ´ms!
´
rms ` qmrj ´ms
¯
“ qp
j´m
2 q
„
k `m
k `m´ j,m, j ´m

q
,
as desired.
We get a family of q-binomial identities by evaluating the traces at elements uµ P UTN .
Corollary 3.9. For 0 ď j ď k ď n and 0 ď l ď n´ 1,
qp
j
2q`p
k
2q
„
n´ l
j

q
„
n´ l
k

q
“
jÿ
m“0
qp
j´m
2 q`p
k`m
2 q
„
k `m
k `m´ j,m, j ´m

q
„
n´ l
k `m

q
.
3.4 The connection to restriction problems
Following [15] (up to a sign), we will let
ϕnnpqq “
nź
j“1
pqj ´ 1q “ pq ´ 1qnrns!.
For 0 ď k ď n, let
ϕnk pqq “
ϕnnpqq
ϕn´kn´kpqq
“
k´1ź
j“0
pqn´j ´ 1q “ pq ´ 1qkrks!
„
n
k

q
.
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Armed with core modules, we can now decompose the rainbow supercharacters with relative
ease. As in (3.1), let
V
n´!
m
n`
– V n´!n` b ¨ ¨ ¨ b V n´!n`looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
m terms
.
Theorem 3.10. Let N 1 “ N Y tn´, n`u with tn´u ă N ă tn`u. Then
Res
UTN1
UTN
pV
n´!
m
n`
q – pq ´ 1qm
mà
k“0
ϕmk pqqV
k
N .
Remark. Note that V kN “ t0u when k ą |N |.
Proof. We take traces for the proof, and induct on m. If m “ 0, then
Res
UTN1
UTN
pχ
n´!
m
n`
q “ Res
UTN1
UTN
pχHq “ χH “ ϕ00pqqψ
0
N .
For m “ 1, by Lemma 2.2 (a) and Corollary 3.5,
Res
UTN1
UTN
pχn´!n`q “ pq ´ 1q
´
χH `
ÿ
jPN
Res
UTNYtn`u
UTN
pχj!n`q
¯
“ pq ´ 1q
´
ψ0N ` ϕ
1
1pqqψ
1
N
¯
.
If m ą 1, then
Res
UTN1
UTN
pχ
n´!
m
n`
q “ Res
UTN1
UTN
pχn´!n`q b Res
UTN1
UTN
pχ
n´ !
m´1
n`
q
“ pq ´ 1qpψ0N ` pq ´ 1qψ
1
N q b pq ´ 1q
m´1
m´1ÿ
k“0
ϕm´1k pqqψ
k
N ,
by induction. By Theorem 3.8,
Res
UTN1
UTN
pχ
n´!
m
n`
q “ pq ´ 1qm
m´1ÿ
k“0
ϕm´1k pqqpψ
0
N b ψ
k
N ` pq ´ 1qψ
1
N b ψ
k
N q
“ pq ´ 1qm
m´1ÿ
k“0
ϕm´1k pqqpψ
k
N ` pq ´ 1qrksψ
k
N ` pq ´ 1qrk ` 1sψ
k`1
N q
“ pq ´ 1qm
m´1ÿ
k“0
ϕm´1k pqqpq
kψkN ` pq ´ 1qrk ` 1sψ
k`1
N q.
Collect coefficients to get
Res
UTN1
UTN
pχ
n´!
m
n`
q “ pq ´ 1qm
mÿ
k“0
´
pq ´ 1qϕm´1k´1 pqqrks ` ϕ
m´1
k pqqq
k
¯
ψkN
“ pq ´ 1qm
mÿ
k“0
ϕm´1k´1 pqq
´
pqk ´ 1` qkpqm´k ´ 1q
¯
ψkN
“ pq ´ 1qm
mÿ
k“0
ϕmk pqqψ
k
N ,
as desired.
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Combine Theorem 3.10 with Proposition 3.6 to get the following corollary.
Corollary 3.11. Let N 1 “ N Y tn´, n`u with tn´u ă N ă tn`u. Then
Res
UTN1
UTN
pV
n´!
m
n`
q – pq ´ 1qm
à
λPSN
|λ|ďm
´
qnst
λ
λ
mÿ
k“|λ|
ϕmk pqq
„
Ppλ
—
q
k ´ |λ|

q
¯
V λ.
4 An onion peel approach to restriction
This section studies the next generalization where N 1 “ tn´´, n´, n`, n``u \N satisfies
• N ‰ H.
• n´´ ď n´ ď n` ď n``,
• n´´ ă N ă n``,
• n´ ă N implies n´ “ n´´ and N ă n` implies n` “ n``.
We let N “ Nă Y N“ Y Ną where tn´´u ď Nă ď tn´u ď N“ ď tn`u ď Ną ď tn``u. This
allows us to also use the conventions Nď “ Nă Y N“ and Ně “ N“ Y Ną. We are interested in
the multisets of the form
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
¨¨¨
¨¨
¨
n´´ n´ n` n``
Nă
Nď Y tn´u
N“
Ně Y tn`u
Ną
. (4.1)
As with the rainbow case, this “double” rainbow comes from a supercharacter restriction problem.
That is, we note that if N2 “ N´´ YN´ YN` YN`` YN with |N´´| “ |N``|, |N´| “ |N`| and
N´´ ă Nă ă N´ ă N“ ă N` ă Ną ă N``,
then if w : N´´YN´ Ñ N`YN`` is the unique bijection such that i ă j if and only if wpjq ă wpiq,
then
Res
UTN2
UTN
pV ti!wpiq|iPN´´YN´uq
– q2p
|N´´|
2
q`2p|N´|
2
q`2|N´´|p|N´|´1qRes
UTN1
UTN
´
V
n´´ !
|N´´|
n``
b V
n´ !
|N´|
n`¯
is easy to establish by taking traces and comparing the character values on UTN .
Remark. The generic case is where Nă, N“ and Ną are all nonempty; however, the notation
allows for several degenerate cases. In particular, if Nă YNą “ H or N“ “ H, then we reduce to
the rainbow case of Section 3.
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4.1 Right-endpoint submodules
Instead of clumping together the V KN as in Section 3.3, we can instead decompose them further, so
V KN “
à
JĎN
V KÐâJN , (4.2)
where
V KÐâJN “ C-spantavλb | a P BN , b P BK , λ
ó
Ď K, λ
ô
“ Ju
–
à
λPSN
λ
ó
ĎK, λ
ô
“J
q
nstλλ`nst
λ
K´ λ
óV λ. (4.3)
Note that V KÐâJ directly specifies what the right endpoints will be in the set partitions appearing
in the decomposition. We can additionally specify the left endpoints by considering subsets of the
appropriate size of K.
Proposition 4.1. For J,K Ď N ,
V KÐâJN “
à
IĎK
|I|“|J|
qwt
Ò
J pK´Iq´wt
Ò
I pK´IqV IÐâJN .
Proof. Note that if λ P SN , then
nstλK´I “ wt
Ò
λ
ô
pK ´ Iq ´ wtÒλ
ó
pK ´ Iq “ wtÒJpK ´ Iq ´ wt
Ò
IpK ´ Iq.
Now use (4.3).
In the following sections, we will make use of the “flipped” modules (as in (2.6)) coming from
the action (2.5)
ÝÑ
V
K
N – :
´
ÐÝ
V
w0pKq
N
¯
and
ÝÑ
V
J ãÑK
N – :
´
ÐÝ
V
w0pKqÐâw0pJq
N
¯
,
where w0 : N Ñ N is the order flipping involution as in (2.1). Note that we can use Proposition
2.3 to decompose these alternate modules using the :-versions of results already proved.
4.2 Peel modules
Let N 1 “ tn´´, n´, n`, n``u Y N be as in (4.1). For 0 ď b ď mint|Nă|, |Ną|u and b ď f ď
|Nă YNą|, let
V
pb;fq
N“ĎN
–
à
LĎNě,RĎN
FĎNăYpNą´Rq
|F |“f,|RXNą|“b
qwt
Ò
RpFXNąq
ÐÝ
V
pFXNăqÐâR
N b
ÝÑ
V
LãÑpFXNąq
N .
To understand what is going on with these modules, it is perhaps easiest to consider an example.
Let N “ t1, 2, . . . , 12u and N“ “ t4, . . . , 8u. Then we are considering a subset of the matrices of
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the form »
———————————————————–
0
˚ 0
˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0 0 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0 0 0 0
˚ ˚ ˚ 0 0 0 0 0
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
These matrices are not closed under left multiplication by UTN , so we instead let u P UTN act by
u œ
»
———————————————————–
0
˚ 0
˚ ˚ 0
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
fi
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
b u ö
»
——–
0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
0 0 0 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 0
fi
ffiffifl
In V
pb;fq
N“ĎN
we further specify
b “ rank
»
——–
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚
fi
ffiffifl ,
and bound the rank of the whole matrix by f .
Example. In the degenerate cases,
• If N“ “ H, then we do not see n´ “ n`, but they identify a distinguished spot (which
becomes important when decomposing into supercharacters).
• If Nă YNą “ H, then b “ f “ 0 and these modules are uninteresting (aka trivial).
• If Nă “ H or Ną “ H (but not both), then b “ 0. If, for example, Nă ‰ H, the module is
isomorphic to à
FĎNă
|F |“f
V FN . (4.4)
• If Nď “ H or Ně “ H, then b “ 0 and we get a core module
V
p0;fq
HĎN – V
f
N .
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By construction, it is easy to decompose the peel modules into supercharacters. For ν P SN ,
let
ανβ “ ti! j P ν | i P Nα, j P Nβu. (4.5)
Recall that Ppν
—
q is a poset on the blocks blpν
—
q of ν
—
. For K Ď N let
blK
ô
pνq “ tti1 ! ¨ ¨ ¨! iℓ P blpνq | iℓ P Ku
blK
ó
pνq “ tti1 ! ¨ ¨ ¨! iℓ P blpνq | i1 P Ku
or the set of blocks with right-most (resp. left-most) endpoints in K.
Let
ψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
“ trp¨, V
pb;fq
N“ĎN
q.
Proposition 4.2. For 0 ď b ď mint|Nă|, |Ną|u and b ď f ď |Nă YNą|,
V
pb;fq
N“ĎN
–
à
νPSN ,|ν|ďf
|ăνą|“b,|“ν“|“H
qnst
ν
ν
„
Ppν
—
q
f ´ |ν| Ď blNă
ô
pν
—
q Y blNą
ó
pν
—
q, 0

q
V ν .
Proof. Take traces and use (4.3) to get
ψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
“
ÿ
LĎNě,RĎN
FĎNăYpNą´Rq
|F |“f,|RXNą|“b
qwt
Ò
RpFXNąq
ÿ
λPSN
λ
ó
ĎFXNă, λ
ô
“R
q
nstλλ`nst
λ
FXNă´ λ
óχλ d
ÿ
µPSN
µ
ó
“L,µ
ô
ĎFXNą
q
nst
µ
µ`nst
µ
FXNą´ µ
ôχµ
“
ÿ
νPSN,|ν|ďf
|ăνą|“b,|“ν“|“H
qnst
ν
ν
´ ÿ
FĎpNă´ ν
ó
qˆpNą´ ν
ô
q
|F |`|ν|“f
qnst
ν
F
¯
χν
“
ÿ
νPSN,|ν|ďf
|ăνą|“b,|“ν“|“H
qnst
ν
ν
„
Ppν
—
q
f ´ |ν| Ď blNă
ô
pν
—
q Y blNą
ó
pν
—
q, 0

q
χν ,
as desired.
The main theorem of this section decomposes the double rainbow module in terms of peel
modules.
Theorem 4.3. Let N 1 “ tn´´, n´, n`, n``uYN be as in (4.1), and fix m, ℓ P Zě0. If µ “ tn´´ !
m
n``, n´ !
ℓ
n`u P MN 1 , then as a UTN -module
V µ – q
nst
µ
µ
ó
Y µ
ô
à
0ďbďmint|Nă|,|Ną|u
bďfďmintm,|NăYNą|u
pq ´ 1qfqpm´fqbϕmf pqqV
pb;fq
N“ĎN
b V
n´ !
m´f`ℓ
n`
.
Unfortunately, the proof of Theorem 4.3 lacks a certain elegance; rather, it employs the following
slight generalization of Theorem 3.10 repeatedly. Essentially, we want to know how the relevant
modules decompose when there are disallowed positions.
Lemma 4.4. Let k´, k` P N with k´ ă k` and let K¯ be the interval in N between k´ and k`.
Let K Ď K¯ and λ P MN with λK¯ “ H and X
ó
“ pλ
ó
XKq. Then as a UTK-module
V λ b V
k´!
ℓ
k`
– V λ b qℓ|K¯´K|pq ´ 1qℓ
à
JĎK´X
ó
|J|ďℓ
q
wt
Ó
X
ó
pJq`pℓ´|J |q|X
ó
|
ϕℓ|J |pqqV
J
K .
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Proof. Note that if j ! k is an arc with j, k P K, then
Res
UTK¯
UTK
pχj!kq “ q
nst
j!k
K¯´Kχj!k
follows from Proposition 2.1. Since restriction is transitive, we see that
Res
UTtk´,k`uYK¯
UTK
pχ
k´!
ℓ
k`
q “ qℓ|K¯´K|Res
UTtk´,k`uYK
UTK
pχ
k´!
ℓ
k`
q.
So WLOG, we will assume that K¯ “ K.
Induct on ℓ, and let L “ X
ó
. Let ℓ “ 1. If LX µ
ó
‰ H, then χλpuµq “ 0 implies the result holds
in this case. WLOG, assume LX µ
ó
“ H. Then the LHS gives
χλpuµqχ
k´!k`puµq
1 “ pq ´ 1q|λ|`1qdimpλq`p|K|´|µ|q´nst
λ
µ .
On the other hand, by Proposition 3.4, the RHS gives
pq ´ 1qχλpuµq
´
q|L|ϕ10pqqψ
H
K puµq `
ÿ
jPK´L
qwt
Ó
Lpjqϕ11pqqψ
tju
K puµq
¯
“ pq ´ 1q1`|λ|qdimpλq´nst
λ
µ
´
q|L| `
ÿ
jPK´L´µ
ó
pq ´ 1qqwt
Ó
Lpjqq
wt
Ò
Kpjq´wt
Ò
µ
ó
pjq
¯
“ pq ´ 1q1`|λ|qdimpλq´nst
λ
µ
´
q|L| ` pq ´ 1q
ÿ
jPK´L´µ
ó
q
wt
Ó
Lpjq´wt
Ò
µ
ó
pjq
qwt
Ò
Kpjq
¯
“ pq ´ 1q1`|λ|qdimpλq´nst
λ
µ
´
q|L| ` pq ´ 1qr|K ´ L´ µ
ó
|sq
p|K|´|µ
ó
|´1q´p|K|´|L|´|µ
ó
|q`1¯
“ pq ´ 1q1`|λ|qdimpλq´nst
λ
µ
´
q|L| ` pq
|K´L´µ
ó
|
´ 1qq|L|
¯
“ pq ´ 1q1`|λ|qdimpλq´nst
λ
µq
|K´µ
ó
|
.
Suppose ℓ ą 1. Then by induction and Corollary 3.5,
χλ d χ
k´!
ℓ
k`
“ χλ d χ
k´ !
ℓ´1
k`
d χk´!k`
“ pq ´ 1qℓ´1
ÿ
JĎK´L
|J|ďℓ´1
qwt
Ó
LpJq`pℓ´1´|J |q|L|ϕℓ´1|J | pqqχ
λ d ψJK d χ
k´!k`
“ pq ´ 1qℓ´1
ÿ
JĎK´L
|J|ďℓ´1
pq ´ 1q´|J |qwt
Ó
LpJq`pℓ´1´|J |q|L|ϕℓ´1|J | pqqχ
λ d
ä
jPJ
χj!k` d χk´!k`.
By adding tj ! k` | j P Ju as a multiset to λ and then applying induction,´
χλd
ä
jPJ
χj!k`
¯
d χk´!k`
“
´
χλ d
ä
jPJ
χj!k`
¯
d pq ´ 1q
´
q|J |`|L|ϕ10pqqψ
H
K `
ÿ
iPK´L´J
qwt
Ó
J piq`wt
Ó
Lpiqϕ11pqqψ
tiu
K
¯
“ χλ d pq ´ 1q
´
pq ´ 1q|J |q|J |`|L|ψJK `
ÿ
iPK´L´J
pq ´ 1q|J |`1qwt
Ó
J piq`wt
Ó
Lpiqψ
JYtiu
K
¯
.
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Thus, the coefficient of ψHK is
pq ´ 1qℓqpℓ´1q|L|`|L|ϕℓ´10 pqq “ pq ´ 1q
ℓqpℓq|L|ϕℓ0pqq.
On the opposite extreme, the coefficient of ψJK for some ℓ-subset J Ď K ´ L is
pq ´ 1qℓ`1
ÿ
iPJ
q
wt
Ó
LpJ´tiuq`wt
Ó
J´tiu
piq`wtÓLpiqϕℓ´1ℓ´1pqq “ pq ´ 1q
ℓ`1qwt
Ó
LpJqϕℓ´1ℓ´1pqq
ÿ
iPJ
q
wt
Ó
J´tiu
piq
“ pq ´ 1qℓqwtLpJqϕℓℓpqq.
For the intermediate cases, fix J Ď K ´ L with 1 ď |J | ď ℓ´ 1. Then the coefficient of ψJK is
pq ´ 1qℓ
´
qwt
Ó
LpJq`pℓ´1´|J |q|L|`|L|`|J |ϕℓ´1|J | pqq `
ÿ
iPJ
pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ó
LpJq`wt
Ó
J´tiu
piq`pℓ´|J |q|L|
ϕℓ´1|J |´1pqq
¯
“ pq ´ 1qℓqwt
Ó
LpJq`pℓ´|J |q|L|ϕℓ´1|J |´1pqq
´
q|J |pqℓ´|J | ´ 1q ` pq|J | ´ 1q
¯
“ pq ´ 1qℓqwt
Ó
LpJq`pℓ´|J |q|L|ϕℓ|J |pqq,
as desired.
As mentioned above, the proof of Theorem 4.3 uses Lemma 4.4 repeatedly. The result is
somewhat technical, so we give a brief outline of the proof before we begin. The first observation
is that it suffices to consider the case when ℓ “ 0. We can visualize the steps as follows. We first
show that
‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
m
n´´ n´ n` n`` « ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
l
n´´ n´ n` n`` d ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
m´l
n´´ n´ n` n`` , (4.6)
where term labeled with l is the sum over all
ÐÝ
V
K
N where K Ď Nă is an l-subset. Then we note that
‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
m´l
n´´ n´ n` n`` « ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
m´l´r
n´´ n´ n` n`` d ‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚‚‚ ‚‚¨¨¨ ¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
r
n´´ n´ n` n`` , (4.7)
where the term labeled with r is the sum over all
ÝÑ
V
K
Ně where K Ď Ną is an r-subset. Now the
terms labeled with l and the r form the peel modules and the left-overs go to rainbow modules.
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We prove the generic case where Nă, N“ and Ną are all nonempty. The
general case follows by omitting the steps (4.6) and/or (4.7) as necessary.
As usual, we take traces. Note that since tensoring by χ
n´!
ℓ
n`
is straightforward, it suffices to
show that as elements of scfpUTN q,
χ
n´´!
m
n``
“ qm#tn´,n`u
ÿ
0ďbďmint|Nă|,|Ną|u
bďfďmintm,|NăYNą|u
pq ´ 1qfqpm´fqbϕmf pqqψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
d χ
n´ !
m´f
n`
,
where we also note that nstµµ
ó
Yµ
ô
“ m#tn´, n`u in the generic case.
By Lemma 4.4 with K¯ “ N Y tn´, n`u and λ “ H,
χ
n´´!
m
n``
“ qm#tn´,n`upq ´ 1qm
ÿ
L1ĎN
|L1|ďm
ϕm|L1|pqqψ
L1
N .
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Each subset L1 Ď N , breaks up into L
ă
1 “ L1 X Nă Ď Nă and L
ě
1 “ L1 X Ně Ď Ně. Use this
observation and then Lemma 4.4 “in reverse” on Ně with K¯ “ tn`u YNě and λ “ H to get
χ
n´´!
m
n``
“ qm#tn´u
ÿ
Lă
1
ĎNă
|Lă
1
|ďm
pq ´ 1q|L
ă
1 |q|L
ă
1 |#tn`uϕm|Lă1 |
pqqψ
Lă1
N
d qpm´|L
ă
1 |q#tn`u
ÿ
Lě
1
ĎNě
|Lě
1
|ďm´|Lă
1
|
pq ´ 1qm´|L
ă
1 |ϕ
m´|Lă1 |
|Lě1 |
pqqψ
Lě1
N
“ qm#tn´u
ÿ
Lă
1
ĎNă
|Lă
1
|ďm
pq ´ 1q|L
ă
1 |q|L
ă
1 |#tn`uϕm|Lă1 |
pqqψ
Lă1
N d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|
n``
“ qm#tn´u
ÿ
Lă
1
ĎNă,R1ĎN
|Lă
1
|ďm
pq ´ 1q|L
ă
1 |q|L
ă
1 |#tn`uϕm|Lă1 |
pqqψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|
n``
,
where the last equality is by (4.2).
We will now begin to use the action œ in addition to ö . We will therefore use the arrows
ÐÝ
ψ
and
ÝÑ
ψ to indicate which kind of the module the trace is coming from.
Let Rě1 “ R1 XNě. By the ö -version of Lemma 4.4 with K “ Ně and X
ô
“ Rě1 ,
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|
n``
“
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d q
pm´|Lă1 |q#tn`u
¨
ÿ
R2ĎNě´R
ě
1
|R2|ďm´|L
ă
1
|
pq ´ 1qm´|L
ă
1 |q
wt
Ò
Rě
1
pR2q`pm´|Lă1 |´|R2|q|R
ě
1 |
ϕ
m´|Lă1 |
|R2|
pqq
ÝÑ
ψ
R2
N .
Let Rą1 “ R
ě
1 X Ną and R
“
1 “ R
ě
1 X N“. Break up each subset R2 into R
“
2 “ R2 X N“ and
Rą2 “ R2 XNą. We again employ Lemma 4.4 “in reverse” with K “ N“ and X
ô
“ R“1 to get
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|
n``
“
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d q
pm´|Lă1 |q#tn`u
ÿ
Rą
2
ĎNą´R
ą
1
|Rą
2
|ďm´|Lă
1
|
pq ´ 1q|R
ą
2 |q
wt
Ò
Rą
1
pRą2 q`pm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |q|R
ą
1 |
ϕ
m´|Lă1 |
|Rą2 |
pqq
ÝÑ
ψ
Rą2
N
d
ÿ
R“
2
ĎN“´R“1
|R“
2
|ďm´|Lă
1
|´|Rą
2
|
pq ´ 1qm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |q
wt
Ò
R“
1
pR“2 q`pm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |´|R
“
2 |q|R
“
1 |ϕ
m´|Lă1 |´|R
ą
2 |
|R“2 |
pqq
ÝÑ
ψ
R“2
N
“
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d q
pm´|Lă1 |q#tn`u
ÿ
Rą
2
ĎNą´R1
|Rą
2
|ďm´|Lă
1
|
pq ´ 1q|R
ą
2 |q
wt
Ò
Rą
1
pRą2 q`pm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |q|R
ą
1 |
ϕ
m´|Lă1 |
|Rą2 |
pqq
ÝÑ
ψ
Rą2
N
d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|´|Rą
2
|
n`
.
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We can plug this back into the original computation to get
χ
n´´!
m
n``
“ qm#tn´u
ÿ
Lă
1
ĎNă,R1ĎN
|Lă
1
|ďm
pq ´ 1q|L
ă
1 |q|L
ă
1 |#tn`uϕm|Lă1 |
pqq
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N
d qpm´|L
ă
1 |q#tn`u
ÿ
Rą
2
ĎNą´R1
|Rą
2
|ďm´|Lă
1
|
pq ´ 1q|R
ą
2 |q
wt
Ò
Rą
1
pRą2 q`pm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |q|R
ą
1 |
ϕ
m´|Lă1 |
|Rą2 |
pqq
ÝÑ
ψ
Rą2
N
d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|´|Rą
2
|
n`
“ qm#tn´,n`u
ÿ
Lă
1
ĎNă,R1ĎN
Rą
2
ĎNą´R1
|Lă
1
|`|Rą
2
|ďm
pq ´ 1q|L
ă
1 |`|R
ą
2 |q
wt
Ò
Rą
1
pRą2 q`pm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |q|R
ą
1 |
ϕm|Lă1 |`|R
ą
2 |
pqq
¨
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d
ÝÑ
ψ
Rą2
N d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|´|Rą
2
|
n`
“ qm#tn´,n`u
ÿ
Lă
1
ĎNă,R1ĎN
L2ĎNě,R
ą
2
ĎNą´R1
|Lă
1
|`|Rą
2
|ďm
pq ´ 1q|L
ă
1 |`|R
ą
2 |q
wt
Ò
Rą
1
pRą2 q`pm´|L
ă
1 |´|R
ą
2 |q|R
ą
1 |
ϕm|Lă1 |`|R
ą
2 |
pqq
¨
ÐÝ
ψ
Lă1 ÐâR1
N d
ÝÑ
ψ
L2ãÑRą2
N d χ
n´ !
m´|Lă
1
|´|Rą
2
|
n`
,
where the last equality is by (4.2). We simplify to get
χ
n´´!
m
n``
“ qm#tn´,n`u
ÿ
LĎNě,RĎN
FĎNăYpNą´Rq
|F |ďm
pq ´ 1q|F |qwt
Ò
RXNą
pFXNąq`pm´|F |q|RXNą|ϕm|F |pqq
¨
ÐÝ
ψ
FXNăÐâR
N d
ÝÑ
ψ
LãÑFXNą
N d χ
n´ !
m´|F |
n`
“ qm#tn´,n`u
ÿ
0ďbďmint|Nă|,|Ną|u
bďfďmintm,|NăYNą|u
pq ´ 1qfqpm´fqbϕmf pqqψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
d χ
n´ !
m´f
n`
,
as desired.
Remark. If Nă YNą “ H, then Theorem 4.3 reduces to the uninsightful
V
n´´ !
m`ℓ
n``
– V
n´ !
m`ℓ
n`
.
On the other hand, N“ “ H gives a family of equations
V
n´´!
m
n``
– qmrpq ´ 1qm
à
0ďbďfďm
qpm´fqbϕmf pqqV
pb;fq
HĎN .
that each depend on relative order of n` “ n´ in N
1. For example, if Nď “ H or Ně “ H, then
we recover Theorem 3.10. Alternatively, if |N | “ 2ℓ and Nă is the first ℓ elements of N , then the
coefficient of the full rainbow supercharacter
χλ “ χ
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚˝¨¨¨ ¨¨¨
n´“n`
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is
pq ´ 1qm
mÿ
k“ℓ
qnst
λ
λ`p
k´ℓ
2 qϕmk pqq
„
ℓ
k ´ ℓ

q
“ pq ´ 1qmqnst
λ
λ`pm´ℓqℓϕmℓ pqq,
which simplifies to
mÿ
k“ℓ
qp
k´ℓ
2 qϕm´ℓk´ℓ pqq
„
ℓ
k ´ ℓ

q
“ qpm´ℓqℓ.
4.3 The multirainbow case
For a sequence of subsets N “ N1 Ě N2 Ě ¨ ¨ ¨Nk Ě H, let
N 1 “ N \N˘, where N˘ “
kď
j“1
tn´j , n
`
j u, (4.8)
and for each 1 ď j ď k, tn´j , n
`
j u Y Nj is an interval in N
1 with tn´j u ă Nj ă tn
`
j u. For
b “ pb1, . . . , bk´1, 0q and f “ pf1, . . . , fkq, a corresponding onion module is given by
V
pb;fq
NkĎ¨¨¨ĎN1
“
´ k´1â
j“1
V
pbj ;fjq
Nj`1ĎNj
¯
b V fkNk .
For any sequence pa1, a2, . . . , akq, let
aiď “ ai ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ak and aďi “ a1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ai.
The iterated version of Theorem 4.3 is as follows.
Corollary 4.5. Let N “ N1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Nk Ą H be a sequences of nested subsets with N
1 as in (4.8).
For m “ pm1, . . . ,mkq P Z
k
ě1, define the multiset
µ “ tn´1 !m1
n`1 , n
´
2 !m2
n`2 , . . . , n
´
k !mk
n`k u,
and the set
Im “ tpb, fq P Z
k
ě0 | 0 ď bj ď fj ď mďj ´ fďj´1, 1 ď j ď k, bk “ 0u.
Then
Res
UTN1
UTN
pV µq –q
nst
µ
µ
ó
Y µ
ôpq ´ 1qm1ď
à
pb,fqPIm
´ kź
j“1
qpmj´fjqbjďϕ
mďj´fďj´1
fj
pqq
¯
V
pb;fq
NkĎ¨¨¨ĎN1
.
One basic application of this result is to decompose UTN -module
C-spantutNu,
under left multiplication. The decomposition into supercharacters is not obvious (unlike in the
case of the regular module C-spantUTNu). The following proposition implies that this module falls
within the framework of Corollary 4.5.
Proposition 4.6. Let N 1 “ NYtn´, n
`
1 , . . . , n
`
|N |u, where n´ ă n1 ă n
`
1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n|N | ă n
`
|N |.
Then
C-spantutNu – pq ´ 1q
1´|N |Res
UTN1
UTN
´ |N |´1â
j“1
V n´!n
`
j
¯
.
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Proof. Let µ P SN and consider
trpuµ, utN q “
ÿ
vPutN
uµv
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
v
“ #tv P utN | uµv “ vu.
Since,
puµvqik “
"
vik ` vjk if i! j P µ,
vik otherwise,
we may conclude
trpuµ, utN q “ q
p|N|2 q
ź
i!jPµ
q´wt
Ò
N pjq.
On the other hand, by Proposition 2.1,
|N |´1ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j puµq “ pq ´ 1q
|N |´1qp
|N|
2 q
ź
i!jPµ
q´wt
Ò
N pjq.
Comparing class function values gives the result.
We can apply Corollary 4.5 to the module
|N |â
j“1
V n´!n
`
j
to decompose it into more reasonable modules.
Corollary 4.7. For
|N |â
j“1
V n´!n
`
j – qp
|N|´1
2 qpq ´ 1q|N |
à
AĎN
pq ´ 1q|A|
ź
aPA
r1` wtÒN´ApaqsV
A
N .
Proof. We prove a stronger statement by induction on |N |: for m ě 1,
χ
n´!
m
n`
|N| d
|N |´1ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j “ qmp|N |´1q`p
|N|´1
2 qpq ´ 1q|N |`m´1
à
AĎN
pq ´ 1q|A|
ź
aPA
rm` wtÒN´Apaqsψ
A
N .
When |N | “ 1, then by Theorem 3.10,
χ
n´!
m
n`
|N| “ pq ´ 1qm`1rmsψ1N ` pq ´ 1q
m`0ψ0N ,
as desired. Assume |N | ą 1. Then by Corollary 4.5 and (4.4),
χ
n´!
m
n`
|N| d
|N |´1ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j “ qm`n´1pq ´ 1q2rmsψ
tn|N|u
N d χ
n´!
m
n`
|N|´1 d
|N |´2ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j
` qmr0s!ψHN d χ
n´ !
m`1
n`
|N|´1 d
|N |´2ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j .
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Apply induction to the first sum to get
qm`n´1pq ´ 1q2rmsψ
tn|N|u
N d χ
n´!
m
n`
|N|´1 d
|N |´2ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j
“ qmp|N |´1q`p
|N|´1
2 qpq ´ 1q|N |`m´1rmsψ
tn|N|u
N d
ÿ
AĎN
pq ´ 1q|A|`1
ź
aPA
rm` wtN´A´tn|N|upaqsψ
A
N
“ qmp|N |´1q`p
|N|´1
2 qpq ´ 1q|N |`m´1rms
ÿ
tn|N|uĎAĎN
pq ´ 1q|A|
ź
aPA
rm`wtN´Apaqsψ
A
N .
Apply induction to the second sum to obtain
qmr0s!ψHN d χ
n´ !
m`1
n`
|N|´1 d
|N |´2ä
j“1
χn´!n
`
j
“ qm`pm`1qp|N |´2q`p
|N|´2
2 qpq ´ 1q|N |`m´1
ÿ
AĎN´tn|N|u
pq ´ 1q|A|
ź
aPA
rm` wtN´Apaqsψ
A
N
“ qmp|N |´1q`p
|N|´1
2 qpq ´ 1q|N |`m´1
ÿ
AĎN´tn|N|u
pq ´ 1q|A|
ź
aPA
rm`wtN´Apaqsψ
A
N .
Set m “ 1 to get the main result.
We apply Proposition 3.3 to get a decomposition into supercharacters.
Corollary 4.8. If n1 is the maximal element in N , then
trp¨,C-spantutNuq “ q
p|N|´22 q
ÿ
λPSN
n1Rλ
ô
qnst
λ
λ
´ ÿ
λ
ô
ĎAĎN´tn1u
q
nstλA´ λ
ô
ź
aPA
pqwt
Ò
N´Apaq ´ 1q
¯
χλ.
4.4 The further decomposition into supercharacters
This section returns to the problem of restricting to supercharacters. The final decomposition is
given in Corollary 4.11, below, which essentially unpacks Theorem 4.3. However, we first need a
result that takes Lemma 4.4 further into a decomposition of supercharacters. Note that if ν “ H
in the following lemma, then (a) reduces to Proposition 4.1 and (b) reduces to Corollary 3.11.
Lemma 4.9. Let tk´, k`u Y K Ă N be an interval with tk´u ă K ă tk`u. Let ν P MN with
νK “ H. Then
(a) Let X
ô
“ pν
ô
XKq. As a UTK-module
V ν b V JK – V
ν b
à
IĎK´X
ô
J1ĎJ,|J1|“|I|
q
wt
Ò
X
ô
pIq`wtÒX
ô
pJ´J 1q`wtÒIpJ´J
1q
qwt
Ò
J1
pJ´J 1q
V J
1ÐâI
K .
(b) Suppose ν P SN , and let X
ó
“ pν
ó
XKq. As a UTK-module
V ν b V
k´!
ℓ
k`
– V ν b pq ´ 1qℓ
à
λPSK
λYνPSN
|λ|ďℓ
qnst
λYν
λ
ℓÿ
l“|λ|
q
pℓ´lq|X
ó
|
ql|ν
1|
ϕℓl pqq
„
Ppλ Y ν
—
q
l ´ |λ| Ď blK
ô
pλY ν
—
q, 0

q
V λ,
where ν 1 “ ti! j P ν | tiu ă K ă tjuu.
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Proof. (a) By Corollary 3.5, as elements of scfpUTKq,
pq ´ 1q|J |ψJK “ Res
UTKYtk´,k`u
UTK
´ä
jPJ
χj!k`
¯
.
The decomposition in Proposition 4.1 implies that it suffices to show that if µ P SK with µ
ó
Ď J
and µ
ô
P K ´X
ô
, then the coefficient of χν d χµ in
χν d Res
UTK1
UTK
´ä
jPJ
χj!k`
¯
is pq ´ 1q|J |
q
nst
µ
µ`wt
Ò
X
ô
pµ
ô
q`wtÒX
ô
pJ´µ
ó
q`wtÒµ
ô
pJ´µ
ó
q
q
wt
Ò
µ
ó
pJ´µ
ó
q
. (4.9)
To prove (4.9) we induct on |J |. If |J | “ 1, then we apply the :-version of Lemma 4.4 to obtain
χν d χj!k` “ χν d
´
pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ò
X
ô
pjq
χH ` pq ´ 1q
ÿ
jălăk`
lRX
ô
q
wt
Ò
X
ô
plq
χj!l
¯
,
and all the summands satisfy (4.9).
Suppose |J | ą 1. Let j0 P J be minimal. Then by first restricting χ
j0!k`,
χν d
´ä
jPJ
χj!k`
¯
“ χν d pq ´ 1q
´
q
wt
Ò
X
ô
pj0q
χH `
ÿ
j0ălăk`
lRX
ô
q
wt
Ò
X
ô
plq
χj0!l
¯
d
´ ä
jPJ
j‰j0
χj!k`
¯
.
Proposition 2.2 (b) implies that the set partition µ only appears in the decomposition of at most
one of the middle terms of the sum. That is, if j0 R µ
ó
then χν d χµ only appears in the expansion
of
χν d pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ò
X
ô
pj0q
χH d
´ ä
jPJ
j‰j0
χj!k`
¯
so by induction the coefficient of χν d χµ is
pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ò
X
ô
pj0q
pq ´ 1q|J |´1
q
nst
µ
µ`wt
Ò
X
ô
pµ
ô
q`wtÒX
ô
pJ´µ
ó
´tj0uq`wt
Ò
µ
ô
pJ´µ
ó
´tj0uq
q
wt
Ò
µ
ó
pJ´µ
ó
´tj0uq
.
The minimality of j0 implies wt
Ò
µ
ô
pj0q “ wt
Ò
µ
ó
pj0q, and so this expression simplifies to the desired
term.
If, on the other hand, j0 ! l P µ, then the coefficient χ
ν d χµ only appears in the expansion of
χν d pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ò
X
ô
plq
χj0!l d
´ ä
jPJ
j‰j0
χj!k`
¯
.
Reorganize slightly so that we can use induction to show that the coefficient of χνYtj0!ludχµ´tj0!lu
in
pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ò
X
ô
plq
χνYtj0!lu d
´ ä
jPJ
j‰j0
χj!k`
¯
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is
pq ´ 1qq
wt
Ò
X
ô
plq
pq ´ 1q|J |´1
q
nst
µ´tj0!lu
µ´tj0!lu
`wtÒ
X
ô
Ytlu
pµ
ô
´lq`wtÒ
X
ô
Ytlu
pJ´µ
ó
q`wtÒ
µ
ô
´lpJ´µ
ó
q
q
wt
Ò
µ
ó
´j0
pJ´µ
ó
q
,
where the minimality of j0 again gives us the desired coefficient.
(b) Since νK “ H, we can use Lemma 4.4 with X
ó
“ ν
ó
X K and (a) with X
ô
“ ν
ô
X K to
decompose
χν d χ
k´!
ℓ
k`
“ χν b
ÿ
LĎK´X
ó
|L|ďℓ
pq ´ 1qℓq
wt
Ó
X
ó
pLq`pℓ´|L|q|X
ó
|
ϕℓ|L|pqqψ
L
K
“
ÿ
LĎK´X
ó
|L|ďℓ
pq ´ 1qℓq
wt
Ó
X
ó
pLq`pℓ´|L|q|X
ó
|
ϕℓ|L|pqqχ
ν
d
ÿ
RĎK´X
ô
L1ĂL,|L1|“|R|
q
wt
Ò
X
ô
pRq`wtÒX
ô
pL´L1q`wtÒRpL´L
1q
qwt
Ò
L1
pL´L1q
ψL
1ÐâR
K .
By (4.3), Proposition 4.1, and then collecting terms,
χν d χ
k´!
ℓ
k`
“
ÿ
LĎK´X
ó
|L|ďℓ
pq ´ 1qℓq
wt
Ó
X
ó
pLq`pℓ´|L|q|X
ó
|
ϕℓ|L|pqqχ
ν
d
ÿ
RĎK´X
ô
L1ĎL,|L1|“|R|
q
wt
Ò
X
ô
pRq`wtÒX
ô
pL´L1q ÿ
λPSK
λ
ó
“L1, λ
ô
“R
q
nstλλ`nst
λ
L´ λ
óχλ
“ χν d
ÿ
λPSK
λYνPSN
|λ|ďℓ
q
wt
Ó
X
ó
pλ
ó
q`wtÒ
X
ô
pλ
ô
q`nstλ
λ
ℓÿ
l“|λ|
pq ´ 1qℓq
pℓ´lq|X
ó
|
ϕℓl pqq
¨
ÿ
LĎK´X
ó
´ λ
ó
|L|`|λ|“l
q
wt
Ó
X
ó
pLq`wtÒX
ô
pLq`nstλL
χλ. (4.10)
Note that
wtÓX
ó
pλ
ó
q ` wtÒX
ô
pλ
ô
q ` nstλλ “ nst
λYν˜
λ , where ν˜ “ ti! j P ν | ti, ju XK ‰ Hu,
and since K is an interval,
nstλYνλ ´ nst
λYν˜
λ “ |λ||ν
1|. (4.11)
Fix a point y P K ´X
ó
´ λ
ó
. Then by (2.2),
nstλYνy “ nst
λ
y ` wt
Ó
ν
ó
pyq ´ wtÓν
ô
pyq.
With respect to y, the elements of i P ν
ó
with i ă y fall into 4 categories:
(1) i! k P ν with k ă y,
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(2) i! k P ν with y ă k and k P K,
(3) i! k P ν with y ă k and i P K,
(4) i! k P ν with y ă k and i, k R K.
Thus,
wtÓν
ó
pyq ´ wtÓν
ô
pyq “ 0` wtÒX
ô
pyq ` wtÓX
ó
pyq ` |ν 1| ¨ 1,
and we obtain
ÿ
LĎK´X
ó
´ λ
ó
|L|`|λ|“l
q
wt
Ó
X
ó
pLq`wt
Ò
X
ô
pLq`nstλL
“
ÿ
LĎK´X
ó
´ λ
ó
|L|`|λ|“l
qnst
λYν
L ´nst
ν1
L “
1
qpl´|λ|q|ν
1|
„
PpλY ν
—
q
l ´ |λ| Ď blK
ô
pλY ν
—
q, 0

q
.
Plug this last observation and (4.11) into (4.10) to get the desired result.
Remark. There is an inherent asymmetry in the construction in Theorem 4.3, but in theory that
asymmetry should disappear again when we express the module in terms of supercharacters as in
Lemma 4.9. In particular, the coefficients may be simpler if one uses the ö -version of Lemma 4.3
rather than the œ -version given above. Computational evidence suggests the coefficients have a
slightly simpler symmetric expression.
However, from this asymmetry, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.10. Let K Ă N be an interval and let λ, ν P SN satisfy (a) λY ν P SN , (b) λK “ λ,
(c) ν “ ti! j P ν | |ti, ju XK| “ 1u. Then for ℓ P Zě|λ|,
ℓÿ
l“|λ|
q
pℓ´lq| ν
ó
XK|
ϕℓl pqq
„
PpλY ν
—
q
l ´ |λ| Ď blK
ô
pλY ν
—
q, 0

q
“
ℓÿ
l“|λ|
q
pℓ´lq| ν
ô
XK|
ϕℓl pqq
„
PpλY ν
—
q
l ´ |λ| Ď blK
ó
pλY ν
—
q, 0

q
.
Example. If, for example, K “ t4, . . . , 12u Ď N “ t1, 2, . . . , 13u, ℓ “ 3,
λ “‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ and ν “ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚,
then this corollary says that
pq3 ´ 1q
´
q2 ` pq2 ´ 1qqpq ` q2 ` 3q3 ` q4q ` pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qpq3 ` 3q4 ` 4q5 ` 4q6 ` 3q7q
¯
“ pq3 ´ 1q
´
q6 ` pq2 ´ 1qq3p3q3 ` q4q ` pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qp3q6 ` 3q7q
¯
.
Vis-a-vis the remark, the “correct” expression may be the even simpler
pq3 ´ 1q
´
q10 ` pq2 ´ 1qq5p2q3q ` pq2 ´ 1qpq ´ 1qq6
¯
.
For γ P SN , let
γ“ “ “γ“ and γ‰ “ γ ´ γ“,
and recall the notation (4.5) that selects a subset of the arcs based on where their endpoints lie.
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Corollary 4.11.
V µ – q
nst
µ
µ
ó
Y µ
ôpq ´ 1qm`ℓ
à
γPSN
qnst
γ
γ
ÿ
|γ‰|ďfďm
|γ“|ďlďm´f`ℓ
qpm´f´lq|ďγą|`ℓ|“γą|ϕmf pqqϕ
m´f`ℓ
l pqq
¨
„
Ppγ
—
q
f ´ |γ‰| Ď blNă
ô
pγ
—
q Y blNą
ó
pγ
—
q, l ´ |γ“| Ď blN“
ô
pγ
—
q, 0

q
V γ .
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, we have
χ
n´´!
m
n``
d χ
n´!
ℓ
n`
“ q
nst
µ
µ
ó
Y µ
ô
ÿ
0ďbďfďm
pq ´ 1qfqpm´fqbϕmf pqqψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
d χ
n´ !
m´f`ℓ
n`
. (4.12)
Use the decomposition in Proposition 4.2 to write
ψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
d χ
n´ !
m´f`ℓ
n`
“
ÿ
νPSN,|ν|ďf
|ăνą|“b,|“ν“|“H
qnst
ν
ν
„
Ppν
—
q
f ´ |ν| Ď blNă
ô
pν
—
q Y blNą
ó
pν
—
q, 0

q
χν d χ
n´ !
m´f`ℓ
n`
.
By Lemma 4.9 (b),
χν d χ
n´ !
m´f`ℓ
n`
“ χν d
ÿ
λPSN“
λYνPSN
|λ|ďm´f`ℓ
qnst
νYλ
λ
m´f`ℓÿ
l“|λ|
pq ´ 1qm´f`ℓ
q
pm´f`ℓ´lq| ν
ó
XN“|
qlb
ϕ
m´f`ℓ
l pqq
¨
„
Ppλ Y ν
—
q
l ´ |λ| Ď blN“
ô
pλY ν
—
q, 0

q
χλ.
Combine the two expressions by setting γ “ λY ν, to get
ψ
pb;fq
N“ĎN
d χ
n´ !
m´f`ℓ
n`
“
ÿ
γPSN ,|γ‰|ďf
|ăγą|“b,|γ|ďm´f`ℓ
qnst
γ
γ
m´f`ℓÿ
l“|γ“|
pq ´ 1qm´f`ℓ
q
pm´f`ℓ´lq| ν
ó
XN“|
qlb
ϕ
m´f`ℓ
l pqq
¨
„
Ppγ
—
q
f ´ |γ‰| Ď blNă
ô
pγ
—
q Y blNą
ó
pγ
—
q, l ´ |γ“| Ď blN“
ô
pγ
—
q, 0

q
χγ
Combine with (4.12) to get
χ
n´´!
m
n``
d χ
n´!
ℓ
n`
“ q
nst
µ
µ
ó
Yµ
ôpq ´ 1qm`ℓ
ÿ
γPSN
qnst
γ
γ
ÿ
|γ‰|ďfďm
|γ“|ďlďm´f`ℓ
qpm´f´lq|ăγą|`pm´f`ℓ´lq|“γą|
¨ ϕmf pqqϕ
m´f`ℓ
l pqq
„
Ppγ
—
q
f ´ |γ‰| Ď blNă
ô
pγ
—
q Y blNą
ó
pγ
—
q, l ´ |γ“| Ď blN“
ô
pγ
—
q, 0

q
χγ
“ q
nst
µ
µ
ó
Y µ
ôpq ´ 1qm`ℓ
ÿ
γPSN
qnst
γ
γ
ÿ
|γ‰|ďfďm
|γ“|ďlďm´f`ℓ
qpm´f´lq|ďγą|`ℓ|“γą|
¨ ϕmf pqqϕ
m´f`ℓ
l pqq
„
Ppγ
—
q
f ´ |γ‰| Ď blNă
ô
pγ
—
q Y blNą
ó
pγ
—
q, l ´ |γ“| Ď blN“
ô
pγ
—
q, 0

q
χγ ,
as desired.
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For the coefficient of the trivial character χH, we have a more pleasing expression.
Corollary 4.12. The coefficient of χH P scfpUTN q in the decomposition of χ
n´´!
m
n``
d χ
n´!
ℓ
n`
is
q2mpq ´ 1qm`ℓ
ÿ
0ďfďm
0ďlďm´f`ℓ
ϕmf pqqϕ
m´f`ℓ
l pqq
ˆ
|N ´N“|
f
˙ˆ
|N“|
l
˙
.
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